The Faculty of Science Support Staff

present

SAM GLENN
THE ATTITUDE GUY

Your Attitude “IS” The Difference!

Sam will highlight attitude lessons that we can apply to our personal and professional life. Expect to laugh, learn and grow in this fun, uplifting, and exciting part 2 with Sam Glenn.

Sam Glenn is known as The Attitude Guy and has become one of the most recognized Authorities on the subject of Attitude today. Sam knows success and failure. At one time, Sam was negative, broke, depressed, homeless and got by working odd jobs at night as a janitor and delivering newspapers. Sam’s attitude was in the dumps until a dear friend gave him what he calls a “Kick in the Attitude,” a gift that changed his attitude for the better.

Thursday April 30, 2015
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
172 St. Johns College, Robert Schultz Lecture Theatre
Refreshments will be served after the talk.